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Welcome
About The Open College of the Arts (OCA)
OCA is a leading provider of flexible, open learning courses, a thriving educational charity,
and part of the University for the Creative Arts (UCA). Founded in 1987 by Michael Young, Lord
Young of Dartington, OCA’s charitable purpose is to widen participation in arts education. We
achieve this through embedding our values of openness and flexibility into how our courses
are designed, structured and taught. This means producing high quality learning materials that
are open and flexible enough for all students to have meaningful learning experiences, and a
teaching model that allows you to work flexibly, where and when you want. Supporting this
approach are tutors, who are experienced educators and creative practitioners, also working
flexibly, and at a distance. UCA are a leading specialist arts institution that have validated the
educational quality of OCA courses for many years.

About your course
Welcome to Moving Image 1: Animation. Animation has grown hugely over the past two
decades principally due to the increase of animation techniques used in the Film, Television and
Game industries.
This course unit examines the creative potential of animation and the ability to communicate
ideas or narratives across a sequence of animated images. You will explore animation principles
in order to create and complete several short animation assignments. These exercises will give
you a practical knowledge of the techniques used in animation that can be assimilated into
your own work.
Animation is both a craft and a visual art form. It is the skill of the animator to effectively
communicate their ideas to engage and inform an audience. As you progress through the
practical exercises you will be encouraged to think about the conceptual elements of your work
and how animation as a medium influences and reflects today’s visual culture.
You will use a Learning Log to document your coursework and to reflect on the success of your
own, and other productions, in achieving your stated aims.
From the early days of moving image, there was a divide between cinema inspired by
observation and cinema inspired by manipulation. On the one side, the Lumière Brothers who
used a camera to observe the world, on the other side, George Méliès who used the camera as
a means of re-assembling reality for magical effects (now better known as animation or special
effects). The Lumière’s saw the possibilities for mimicking real-time whereas Méliès saw the
possibilities for illusion and manipulation. This unit will follow in the footsteps of Méliès and
examine the conventions and principles of animated illusion from its origins in pre-film optical
devices of the 1800s and early film experiments of the 1900s to contemporary Computer
Generated Imagery (CGI). You will explore practical and theoretical aspects of this unique
kinetic, graphic medium, and its ability to generate motion and evoke emotion.
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The defining condition of animation is that it is composed of separate but dependent streams
of movement and image. An animator must work on each of these, separately. Unlike liveaction film, image and movement are dealt with separately and brought together by the
animator. This is the starting point for the creation of meaning though this alchemy of image
and movement. This course unit will necessarily be hands-on and you’ll be encouraged to
attempt to work with as many ways of making as possible.
As a Level 1 (HE4) course unit it introduces you to higher education study, and encourages
you to develop a rigorous approach to acquiring a broad knowledge base; employ a range of
specialised skills; evaluate information, using it to plan and develop investigative strategies and
to determine solutions to a variety of unpredictable problems; and operate in a range of varied
and specific contexts, taking responsibility for the nature and quality of outputs.
•

The course unit was written by experienced academics and creative practitioners in
collaboration with OCA and aims to:

•

introduce you to the technical and visual skills for animation

•

explore research techniques and principles of animation

•

experiment with a range of techniques and approaches to animation

•

introduce you to historical and contemporary approaches to animation and reflect on your
own practice, processes and outcomes

•

help to develop ways to disseminate your animated material

The course unit is divided into five, each with a series of projects, research tasks, exercises, and
assignment. You’ll start with the use of line and how the illusion of movement can be conjured
through the application of the basic animation principles such as: replacement, manipulation
and metamorphosis. In the second part, you will explore experimental techniques of primarily
analogue animation practice and look more deeply at the use of different materials, inventive
techniques, abstraction and sound, whilst further developing your animation skills and grasp of
basic principles. The third part focuses on using animation to observe and respond to the world
around you.
You will explore animation that is intended to be a document of its own process of making
and be introduced to the forms of animated documentary and site specific animation. You will
develop animation skills including keyframing and rotoscoping as well as further critical skills
to assess the techniques and concepts of work by other animation artists. The fourth part of
this unit turns from mainly analogue practice for inspiration towards digital practice. You’ll look
closely at several contemporary artists who make work about the very digital visual culture
they are engaged in. You will develop basic skills in digital compositing and an awareness of the
current debates concerning digital culture (CGI, VFX and animation). The fifth part of this unit
will be concerned with the presentation of animation: it’s performance and position within the
field of installation and expanded cinema. You will be asked to devise and experiment with the
exhibition form and screen your work as well as developing a final animated film for this unit.
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This course unit proposes to introduce you to animation techniques and ideas but it is not
comprehensive. For example, collage, puppet and model animation are touched on only briefly,
as are the practical techniques of CG modelling and coding for moving image. The latter require
dedicated courses of their own to achieve the technical skill needed to experiment, however
there will be an introduction to the critical debates surrounding these techniques.
You will be supported through the course unit by receiving formative feedback from a tutor,
to help you develop your work. At the end of your course unit, if you are working towards a
qualification, you will be able to submit for summative (formal) assessment.
The learning outcomes for the course unit are:
•

demonstrate an understanding of a range of animation techniques

•

develop and present animated sequences

•

produce original animated sequences

•

demonstrate an understanding of approaches to animation and reflect on your own
learning

Getting started
If you are new to OCA and to distance learning, the following seven short exercises will help you
get started. If you have already studied another HE4 or Foundation course with OCA, you may
want to use this section as a refresher.
The exercises are designed to help you prepare for your course unit by establishing a learning
log, setting up your working space and study schedule. They also prepare you for your initial
contact with your tutor and to say hello to fellow students. You should be able to work through
these reasonably quickly, and the time invested will help you throughout your studies.

Research task: Studying at HE
If you are a new or returning student, there are a number of things you can do to
help support your study at higher education.
Visit OCA’s WeAreOCA blog and read through some of the study tips section: https://weareoca.
com/category/students/study-tips/
These posts are regularly added to, so keep an eye open for new additions. You can also
comment on existing posts, or contact OCA if you would like to see new posts on a specific
subject.
You may want to undertake OCA’s free Introduction to studying in HE course. This is a free
online course that takes between five and ten hours to complete. It’s designed to introduce you
to some important concepts and practical techniques that will help you as you prepare to study
in HE, possibly for the first time.
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https://www.oca-student.com/introduction-studying-he

Being an OCA student
As a distance learning student you receive learning materials that take you through the content
of each course unit. Your materials provide case studies, links to resources and suggested
research, and are typically structured into five parts covering a number of different topics. Each
part contains research tasks, exercises, and projects that encourages you to undertake your
own research, make work, and reflect on your progress. Work your way through one part at
a time in chronological order, undertaking any tasks and documenting your work as you go
in your learning log. These tasks are designed to be as accessible as possible, so all students,
regardless of their circumstances can participate. There is usually room to adjust tasks to suit
your needs and this is something OCA can support you with. Once you complete a given part,
you will submit a selection of your work and your learning log to your tutor, who will review it
and provide you with formative feedback.

Research task: Being a student
You will have received a current Student Handbook when you enrolled. Read
through it to find out more about what OCA can offer you and how OCA works.
Refer back to your Student Handbook if you have any questions at a later date.
The OCA student site www.oca-student.com will be a key resource for you during your studies
with OCA, so take some time to familiarise yourself with it. Log onto the OCA student website
and watch the video guide to using the website. You can find the video here: [link].
The OCA discuss site https://discuss.oca-student.com/ helps to connect OCA students together.

Feedback from your tutor
Tutor feedback can be written or verbal, depending on what you would rather receive. Written
feedback will be in the form of a PDF tutor report. Verbal feedback will be provided online
through Google Meet or by telephone with a summary written by your tutor. All tutor feedback
will be timely, well-grounded, constructive, and challenging. It will reflect on the work you have
produced and provide pointers on how you can improve. Tutors provide feedback at the end of
each part of the course unit.

Research task: The role of the tutor
You can find out more about the role of your tutor through watching this short
video: https://vimeo.com/180282269
You may also want to find out what kind of practitioner your specific tutor is by looking at their
profile: https://www.oca.ac.uk/our-tutors/
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Tip: Reflecting on your feedback
It’s important to reflect on feedback in your learning log, identifying what you
feel are the key themes and areas for development. This will help you develop a
better understanding of what you are taking from your feedback, help you develop a reflective
approach to your studies, and help your tutor in how they tailor their feedback for you. If
you’re using a public facing blog, and want to quote from the feedback, please refer to ‘your
tutor’ rather than by naming them personally. You should act on this feedback as you progress
through the course unit and can rework any elements prior to submitting for assessment.

Assessment
Once you have completed each part of the course and received feedback from your tutor,
you can submit for summative assessment to one of three annual assessment events. For
assessment you’ll need to submit a cross-section of the work you’ve done on this course unit, as
outlined in your assessment guidelines, available from:
www.oca-student.com/resource-type/assessment-guidelines
Your work will be assessed using your degree assessment criteria, available from:
www.oca-student.com/resource-type/assessment-criteria
While it’s useful to know how you are being assessed from the start of your course, there’s
plenty of time to prepare. Further information about assessment can be found in your Student
Handbook, and more detailed information in your Student Regulations. There is staged
information throughout to help guide you through the assessment process. If you have any
questions about assessment, make a note of them to ask your tutor later on.

Supporting your learning
Alongside providing learning materials and access to a tutor, OCA supports your learning by
providing access to key texts, an online library, and other online resources.
Throughout the course unit you will be asked to undertake research into the work of other
creative practitioners or to conduct your own research. Use the library and other resources
available to you. You might also want to access other reliable online resources.

Research task: Accessing the library and key texts
As an OCA student, you have online access to UCA’s online library resources. To
find out how to log on, and what resources are available, please visit: www.ocastudent.com/resource-type/online-libraries/uca-online-library
To support your studies, OCA has provided a number of key texts related to your course unit’s
reading list as scanned and downloadable articles, available from: www.oca-student.com/
resource-type/scanned-library-articles
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Research task: Harvard Referencing
At Level 1 you should start to develop the habit of referencing any research you
undertake in your learning log using the Harvard reference system. The Harvard
reference system makes it easy to locate any reference to the work of others and also prevents
any accidental plagiarism. To find out how to use Harvard, please look at this resource:
https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/academic-referencing

Exercise 1: What do you want / need from the course unit?
At HE Level 4, the course unit aims to introduce some of the main ideas and
practices of your creative discipline, and for you to begin to explore how you can
creatively and critically respond to these. Level 1 is very much about exploration, so it’s a good
starting point to consider what you might want or need to explore. To help you think about this,
consider what you want and what you might need from the course unit? For example, whether
there are areas you are keen to explore for the first time, gaps in your knowledge you would like
to develop, areas you would like to expand, or study skills you would like to brush up on.
Write a short paragraph or around 5 bullet points identifying what you want and what you
might need from the course unit.
To help support your learning it’s also useful for your tutor to get a sense of your own creative
background, your expectations of the course unit, motivations for this level of study, and any
other information you‘d like to share. Write a short paragraph or 5 bulletin points summarising
what you’re bringing to the course unit.
This may be a good opportunity to consider any personal or health issues that might impact on
your ability to study. Contact Learner Support to make them aware, and to access guidance and
support: [learnersupport@oca.ac.uk]

Learning logs
As an OCA student you need to keep a learning log as a way of documenting your creative
responses to this course unit, your reflections on your progress, and as a way of sharing your
work with your tutor.
A learning log should be a summary of your creative process, documenting the various stages
you have gone through, with visual examples, and a brief narrative explaining or reflecting on
your creative process and outcomes. It is helpful if your learning log makes reference to each
part of the course unit including any exercise titles or research tasks.
OCA students choose to keep their learning log as an online blog, notebook, or as a digital file.
One advantage of using a blog is that it allows you to document your work as you progress, in a
format that is ready to submit to your tutor. It makes sharing your work simple, especially if you
have a lot of digital elements. Keeping one blog per course unit makes it easier for your tutor
and assessors to access.
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You may also find it useful to have notebooks as well as a blog. For example, to take notes
at gallery visits so things are fresh in your mind. You can type up your notes and add any
photos onto your blog afterwards. Some students use their mobile phones to flick through
sketchbooks to add to their blogs, rather than posting them. Alternatively, some students
produce short audio or video logs (vlogs) to record their reflections as part of their blogs/
You may find that you start out using one method but feel you may prefer the other. Don’t
worry this is perfectly normal and all part of your learning journey - simply let your tutor
know which method works best for you.

Tip: summarising your learning
Whatever form of learning log you decide to use, get into the habit of going
through what you’ve produced and summarising your key learning for your
tutor. See this summary as a signpost to your learning, so you’re pointing out key moments
or blog posts. This will save them having to read, watch, or listen to your entire log to find out
what’s been important to you. It also encourages you to be more reflective and succinct in
your approach.

Exercise 2: Setting up your learning log
Your learning log should present your creative process, and summarise and
reflect on your learning as you go.
To set up an online learning log follow these steps and use the OCA blog template to help
you get started:
https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/study-guide/oca-wordpress-blog-template
If you’re not using a blog, establish how you might use folders, sketchbooks, or a digital file as
your learning log.
From your experience on previous OCA courses you may already have a learning log that you
want to continue to use. If so, you will need to establish a way in which to clearly indicate
when your old course ends and your new one begins, for example by tagging your posts.
You can find more guides on the OCA student website on Introducing Learning logs and
Keeping an Online Blog.
https://www.oca-student.com/
There are many blog posts on weareoca.com about learning logs. Do some research to see
how other students have approached theirs. https://weareoca.com/?s=learning+log
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Exercise 3: Analysing and reflecting
This exercise is designed to introduce the idea of analysing and reflecting on the
work of others, and to give you some material for your first learning log entry or
blogpost. It shouldn’t take long to complete.
Here are three animations that you will encounter during this course unit:
Dimensions of a dialogue, Jan Svankmeyer (1982)
https://vimeo.com/17034946
Der Lauf Der Dinge, Fischli & Weiss (1987)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T7tpMk44otU
Swimmer, Jane Cheadle 2004,
https://vimeo.com/32681531
1. Research one of these practitioners online and write a brief professional biography of them.
Try to avoid using a list of dated achievements, instead try to think about the kind of work that
they make in general and where it might fit within the broad range of contemporary animated
practice.
2. Pick one of the animations and briefly describe it.
Consider its appearance by looking at it and trying to describe what you see. What are the
different elements within the work and how do these elements work together? What do you
think the work is trying to communicate? Imagine you’re describing the work to somebody over
the telephone. Try to do this in no more than 50 words.
Technically, what you’re doing here is analysing the formal visual language of an image. This
is known as visual research or, sometimes visual analysis. Writing can be a useful tool in visual
analysis, but you can also annotate images with notes.
3. Using the same film, briefly write about how you relate to this work.
Do you like it or hate it, find it intriguing, influential or outdated, and if so, why? Does the work
connect to wider ideas or other creative practitioners? In other words, what’s your opinion on
this work. Again, try to do this in no more than 50 words.
What you’re doing here is being reflective by considering your own relationship to the work,
as well as contextualising artist’s work by thinking about how it might connect to wider ideas
or practices in some way. Don’t worry about ‘getting it wrong’ or ‘missing the point’. Perhaps
your reflection raises more questions than answers. Remember that in the arts there are no
definitively right or wrong answers, just different opinions – some more authoritative than
others.
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4. Use the text you’ve generated to create your first blog post or learning log entry.
Finally, you may want to be self-reflective by considering your experience of doing the
exercise. Did you find this an easy or difficult task? Did it raise any interesting issues or areas
you want to develop further? Write a sentence or two picking up on any points in your
learning log.

Managing your time
Your course unit requires around 400 learning hours and can be undertaken flexibly, parttime, or closer to full-time study, depending on how quickly you want to learn. You have a
maximum of two years to complete these learning hours, but if you spread your learning
over too long a timeframe it’s easy to lose momentum. With this in mind, you might want
to aim to complete this course unit within 12 months (working approximately 8 hours per
week), 8 months (at 14 hours per week) or at a full time rate of around 4 months (at 28 hours
per week). These timeframes will depend on how much time you can commit to study, so it’s
good to be realistic about what is manageable for you and your tutor.
Allow around 20% of your learning hours for reflection and keeping your learning log up to
date.
During the course unit your tutor will suggest dates by which your next assignment is
due based on which of these time frames you want to work within. Deadlines can be
renegotiated if needed in discussion with your tutor, so long as they fit within the overall
maximum time frame for the course unit.
Allocating regular time for your studies will help you balance your course work with the rest
of your life. It’s important to be realistic about what you can achieve. For example, don’t try
to undertake the course full-time, while working full-time, and juggling everything else you
do. You’ll end up seeing the course as ‘another thing to do’ which won’t be useful for your
motivation or creativity. It’s much better to give yourself some breathing space to enjoy the
challenge of your studies.

Tip: Pomodoro technique
The Pomodoro references the popular tomato-shaped food timer. Developed
by Francesco Cirillo as a technique to help manage working time, the technique
simply structures your focus on a task into 25 minute blocks with short breaks in-between. In
other words:
1. Identify the task to be done. For example, doing a drawing or reading a text
2. Set a timer for 20-25 minutes (it doesn’t have to be a Pomodoro!)
3. Work on the task
4. When the timer goes, have a short break.
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5. Then set the timer and start again
After more than four cycles, take a longer break
It can help with concentration and focus, and helps to see what can be achieved in a short
period of time. You can find free online Pomodoro timers here: http://www.online-timers.com/
pomodoro-timers

Research task: Study tips
WeAreOCA have a regular blog thread focusing on study tips and hearing from
students’ experiences of studying. Visit the blog and read through some of the
posts: https://weareoca.com/category/students/study-tips/

Tip: Additional support
Remember that if you have difficulty with any of your deadlines please get in touch with your
tutor. They can discuss how quickly you want to work and set a suggested deadline during your
Google Meet/phone conversation.
Additional support is available from the OCA Head Office in the form of Course Support,
Student Services and Learner Support. You can email Course Support [coursesupport@
oca.ac.uk] for answers to course content or subject related questions. Student Services
[studentadvice@oca.ac.uk] if you have queries around study resources, time frames, finance and
funding, or any general enquiries. Or contact Learner Support [learnersupport@
oca.ac.uk] if any personal or health issues begin to impact on your ability to study.

Exercise 4: Managing your time
Depending on your circumstances, you might allocate time in different ways - a
day a week, an hour a day, larger blocks of time such as weekends or holidays, or a combination
of approaches.
Ask yourself the following questions?
How much time you can allocate to your studies each week?
What is my most/least productive time of the day?
How well do I manage time?
If your course unit requires around 400 hours learning, you can break this down further by
allocating 80 hours for each of the five parts of the course unit. Within each part you might
want to subdivide your 80 hours by the number of topics, exercises or other tasks. Look at the
contents page of this course unit to see how many there are. This should give you a rough idea
of how long you need to spend on activities. Of course, it’s hard to know how long things take
until you’ve done them. Perhaps use this Getting Started section as a benchmark - how long
will it take you to get through all of the exercises?
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Once you have answered these questions, make a rough weekly study plan that is realistic
and you can stick to. This will help you meet your deadlines you set with your tutor, share this
plan when you introduce yourself to your tutor, and make a note in your learning log, so you
can refer back to it later on.

Resources
In order to study you will also need some resources. These will differ depending on what
you’re studying. At a basic level you may need drawing and writing tools, paper, sketchbooks,
and access to libraries or digital resources. Having some photography equipment is an
advantage when working at a distance to help document your work. The camera on your
phone will often be fine. If you have an SLR Camera even better. A tripod or ‘gorilla grip’
style flexible mount (for camera or phone) will be really useful. You won’t need professional
lighting but make sure you have a few sources of ordinary lighting, both to make sure you
work in decent light levels at all times and to use for documenting your work.
Some courses require the use of specialist software, so along with a computer, you will
also need to download and install these applications. Where possible we have highlighted
‘freeware’ options, that are available free of charge, as well as industry standard software you
may want to purchase.
Here’s a general list of what you may need for this specific course unit:
Sketchbook (any size is accepted)
Digital camera or recording device (such as smart-phone, laptop, scanner)
Tripod or necessary means of securing your recording device
Laptop, tablet or smart-phone with basic editing software
Access to downloading trial versions of animation software such as DragonFrame, Adobe
Animate, Adobe After Effects, iStopMotion, ProCreate etc.
Depending on how you approach your assignments, you may want to invest in a stylus for
digital drawing
Here is a list of digital resources and software you will need:
A personal computer you have reliable and regular access to, and is equipped with up to date
software and has this operating system installed.
Google Drive, which is a free service provided by Google. It is an online file sharing system
based on the cloud, so you can access it from anywhere. You will be expected to upload files
from your computer and share them with your tutor, and submit documents for assessment
using Google Drive.
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Google mail, this service hosts all OCA email address as a free service through Gmail. Personal
email addresses should not be used for OCA studies.
Online learning logs, are required for the update of supporting studies by the OCA as a
distance learning institution. The OCA recommend Wordpress, however any online blogging
platform may be used.
For this course you will need a camera that can shoot still images, a computer with editing
software installed and access to a tripod. You’ll be expected to have a grasp on the basics of
photography and video editing as well as planning moving image projects and reflecting on
them. Various other software applications will be introduced as the course goes along and
you’ll be encouraged to try these out but this is not mandatory.
Think about any other materials, tools, or other resources you might need, as well as items
from the above specialist subject-related equipment that would be useful.
Try not to feel limited by the spaces or resources you have available at the moment, creativity
can flourish anywhere and there’s plenty of time to acquire the equipment you need!
Working at a distance, can have advantages to working in University studios and classrooms,
as you develop your own spaces and resources that suit you.

Tip: Student discounts on software
All students enrolled with OCA are encouraged to register for an NUS card. The
card entitles you to discounts on thousands of products including software and
apps, as well as buying materials in local art shops.

Your working space
Finding a space to study is equally important. You will need a space to make your work, be
it the kitchen table, a spare room or an existing studio space, somewhere to work on your
learning log or work digitally, access to a computer, and space to read and reflect which
could be much more flexible and also slot into other times, for example reading on the train
on the way to work.

Exercise 5: Setting up your space
Prepare a list of the equipment and other resources you might need. What do
you currently have and what might you need? Don’t worry if you don’t have
everything now, there’s plenty of time to build your resources as you progress through the
course unit and degree. If you’re not sure of what you need, then prepare a list of questions
to ask your tutor.
Now, choose a space, or spaces, where you will do most of your study, and prepare it so it’s
an environment you will enjoy working in and you are able to store your equipment and
resources. You may want to take a photo of your studio space to share with your tutor via
your learning log.
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Research task: OCASA
OCA’s Student Association (OCASA) www.ocasa.org.uk is also available to you as
a student. One of their activities is organising joint study visits with OCA tutors.
Visit https://weareoca.com/category/study-visits/ to see any study visits you
would like to attend, either virtually or in person.

Exercise 6: Say hello to your fellow students
It’s worth remembering that while you’re in your space working, there’s lots of
other OCA students doing the same thing. Your fellow students can provide
fresh perspectives, feedback and encouragement. Get in touch with other students to say
hello, and to share something about you or your practice. For example, by sharing your
online learning log URL, your work on Exercise 3, or your photo of your studio space. You can
make contact with them through our OCA discuss site: https://discuss.oca-student.com/.
You’ll find a welcome section here: https://discuss.oca-student.com/c/welcome-introduceyourself-here
You can also talk to fellow students through your email group, which you were added to
when you enrolled. This email group is specific to your course unit. Its purpose is to make it
easier for students studying the same course unit at the same time to talk to one another,
upload images and critique one another’s work. Through these groups you have access to
the experience of students who are further along in their studies who can offer advice and
guidance and you can take comfort in knowing there are others at the same point as, you
starting off, who may share the same worries or concerns. These course discussion groups
utilise ‘Google groups’ to operate. Click here: https://www.oca-student.com/content/coursediscussions-feature-launched for more information.
Remember to communicate respectfully and responsibly with other students and OCA staff
online. If you would like further information listen to this short piece on Netiquette: https://
www.oca-student.com/resource-type/online-guide-elements/getting-grips-netiquette

Exercise 7: Say hello to your tutor
For your final exercise, get in touch with your tutor to arrange a 15-20 min
conversation using Google Meet https://meet.google.com/ or over the phone.
Alternatively, you can email your tutor to arrange an alternative means to communicate.
This is an opportunity to say hello to your tutor and put a voice to a name. It’s also a chance
to discuss how best to schedule your time, document your work, and share it. The previous
exercises and research tasks will have helped you prepare for this conversation and identified
any questions you’d like to ask. Use your notes from these exercises as a starting point.
You may want to reflect on this conversation in your learning log as a way to identify any key
points and as a starting point to refer back to later on.
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Finally, you may want to reflect on doing this introduction as a whole. Has it been useful and
are there things we could do differently? Feel free to get in touch with OCA directly or use the
forums to help us improve our support if you have any ideas.

Starting your course unit
You should now be ready to start Part One of your course unit. Don’t worry if you are still
getting to grips with using your blog, adjusting to this form of learning, or don’t have all
the resources you need. There’s plenty of time to develop these as you progress. Don’t
forget, that if you get stuck along the way the plenty of support available from OCA and
encouragement from your fellow students.
Enjoy the rest of your studies!
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Part One:
Vaulting Frames: The
Basics of Animated
Movement

Image: Still from animation Allegretto (1936) by Oskar Fishinger, 1936, Film, 35mm. Image
courtesy of the Elfriede Fischinger Trust. http://www.totalshortfilms.com/ver/pelicula/178
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‘Animation is the art of manipulating the invisible interstices between frames’
- Norman McLaren
An animator must employ different skills to that of a filmmaker. They must first construct an
image and then they must construct the mechanism by which this image will move. The fact
that image and movement are treated as separate entities makes animation a unique form,
different from live-action filmmaking where movement and image are not normally separated.
A live-action filmmaker works with clips and footage. An animator works with frames and the
gaps between the frames.
In this part you will be given an introduction to the basic principles and techniques of
animation. We will cover two forms of animation, replacement and manipulation - the dual
processes by which all animation is made. In so doing, you will gain an understanding of the
technical constraints of animation - frame rate, registration and consistency of light as well as
principles of speed, intervals of change and repetition.
The exercises in this unit are designed to guide you through hands-on exploration of these
principles as they are best grasped through the practical application of making. Whether
practical or theoretical, learning at this level involves the thorough evaluation of your progress
and, as you work through this unit, you are required to create detailed reflections in your
learning log.

Image: Original artwork for a frame of Winsor McCay’s animated film Gertie the
Dinosaur (1914) Library of Congress.
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Project 1: Boil, Cycle, Eye Trace and Rate of Frame
Gertie the Dinosaur was one of the earliest animations made on film. Each drawing was
captured on film and then projected at a rapid rate. In the early days of animation, every
element of the image would have been redrawn on each new page. Subsequently, to reduce
the amount of drawing required a technique called Cel animation was developed, where each
image was constructed using multiple overlaid layers of drawings on transparent sheets of
celluloid (cels). In this way, the background scenery for say, Mickey Mouse could be drawn
once for use in a scene, while Mickey would be re-drawn multiple times. This is the advent of
‘traditional animation’. Typically, an animated feature would require over 100,000 hand-painted
cels. These would be photographed one by one onto a painted background using a rostrum
camera - a specialised camera used to animate still objects.

Boil
The difference between live-action filmmaking and animation was briefly noted above but
what of the difference between an animated image and a still image? As a starting point, we
will look at how animation traditionally represents stillness: through movement.
In traditional animation when an object, character or scene is at rest it is not still or motionless,
it ‘boils’. Boiling is the term used to describe an animated effect in which the outlines or surface
of an otherwise still character or object are made to wiggle or quiver in drawn animation. This is
achieved by the looping together of several tracings of the same image (usually between 3 to 8
drawings). There are many computer
programs that will create ‘a boil’ from
an image automatically such as those
used in television animated series
The Simpsons and Dr Katz. In much
the same way as a still photograph
would not plausibly stand in for a
live-action character sitting deep in
thought, boiling movement is used
to sustain the illusion of movement in
the animation overall and provide the
impression of life or liveliness.

Image: A WAAF operator using a 16mm Bell and
Howell camera set up as a rostrum camera to shoot
title cards etc for the ADGB (Air Defence of Great
Britain) Photographic Section at RAF Bentley Priory,
December 1943. It is more common for rostrum
cameras to be arranged vertically above several
movable layers on which images or cels cab be
stacked. By Royal Air Force official photographer
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
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Exercise 1: Animated shorts
Watch the three animated shorts listed below. Make notes on your impressions
of these films. How is the ‘boil’ technique used in each film? Why do the lines
move and what elements, if any are allowed to be still? Does the pace of the boil
emanate throughout? What emotional or narrative purpose does the use of boiling serve? Does
it make for a more lifelike effect or is the boil deployed humorously? Write a short paragraph
of approximately 200 words on the use of different moving lines in each animation and upload
this to your learning log with accompanying screenshots to illustrate your points.
Since the Better, Peter Millard, 2015
https://vimeo.com/petermillard
Dogs, Jonathan Hodgson, 1981
https://vimeo.com/81442972
Gertie the Dinosaur, Winsor McCay
1914 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TGXC8gXOPoU

Image: Four drawn frames from Jonathan Hodgsons’s animation
Dogs (1981) . Image courtesy of the artist. https://vimeo.
com/81442972
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Exercise 2: Make an animated GIF ‘boil’
A Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) is a file format that supports animated and
still images. It is a computer file composed of a series of images (numbering
between 2 to several hundred). It is a relatively dated file format (invented in 1987)
and still exists today. It allows an animation to loop endlessly and is often used in social media.
Step 1: Make 8 drawings by tracing over a found image from a photograph, newspaper or
magazine. (find a surface, or window that you can back-light so that your source/image is
viewable through your sheet of paper). If you have access to image editing software, such
as Photoshop, you can trace over a digital image of your own or found online. Try keep the
drawing lines fast and loose: the purpose of this exercise is to make a new image rather than to
be faithful to the original source image.
Tape the image that you are copying down onto a table. Ensure that you place each page on
top of the image in the same orientation and position.
You can repeat this process making another series of 8 drawings – trying out how neatly and
loosely you can draw and how much variation you can allow between each copy (the greater
the difference between the lines of each drawing, the greater the ‘wobble’).
Step 2: Scan or photograph your drawn images. If you are photographing, be sure to use a
tripod and secure your camera to ensure that the relation between your camera and drawing
remains the same for each of the 8 photographs you will take.
Step 3: Convert the images into a looping GIF by either uploading them to an online GIF maker
engine (such as ezgif.com, gifmaker.me, or giphy.com) or using image editing software such
as Photoshop (tutorials for how to do this can be found online). You may want to resize your
images before you upload them. For this exercise a small image size such as 640x480 will be
sufficient (see note on image sizes below).
Step 4: Upload the GIF experiments to your vimeo channel and embed in your learning log.
Step 5: Experiment with the order you place the images in such as: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 or
1,7,3,5,8,2,4,6. Does this make any difference?
See: Ian Gouldstone’s animated gif series: http://iangouldstone.com/projects/Genie/
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A note on working with photographs and editing software:
As an animator you will be working with many still images in one sequence, specialist software
such as Adobe After Effects is better suited to working with large quantities of images, but
most video editing software will suffice. The key is to not overload your software with too many
large images. As such it is good practice to resize your photographs before importing them into
your editing software. Your camera will usually capture images at a much higher resolution
than required for video. You can change how large your image files will be on your camera, or
afterwards in a Photo editing software. Your video editing software is also able to interpret your
images and adjust them to fit the settings you have chosen for your sequence.
If your sequence size is 1920x1080 or 1440x1080 pixels (both industry HD standards) then
the photographs you are importing should be either shot at this resolution or resized on your
computer. If you are familiar with digital photography, you will be used to working at very high
dpi (dots per inch) such as 300 dpi. It’s important to note that a video image need only be 72
dpi. If you are using Photoshop or a similar program you can search for ‘record action’ and ‘batch
automation’ tutorials to help you resize many images with one command rather than resizing
each image individually.

Image: Drawn frame of Peter Millards’s animated film Fruit Fruit (2013).
https://vimeo.com/82895384
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Cycle
The boil is just one example of the types of cycles and loops that are employed in animation
making. The films viewed in exercise 1 all had sequential images that repeated and looped.
This will have been particularly explicit in Gertie the Dinosaur. When Gertie raises her feet, right
and left in a little shuffle dance approximately 8 minutes into the film, the same sequence of
drawings were used in a loop. Cycles and loops can make up an entire film (as indeed your
GIF was from exercise 2) or parts of the film, as in Gertie the Dinosaur. Looped cycles are most
commonly employed on particular layers within a frame, such as in artist Katie Dove’s Luna,
2013 https://vimeo.com/81492504. Sergei Eisenstein described this layered looping within a
frame as ‘vertical montage’:

“The simultaneous movement of a number of motifs advances through a
succession of sequences, each motif having its own rate of compositional
progressions, while being at the same time inseparable from the overall
compositional progression as a whole”
Sergei Eisenstein, Eisenstein Volume 2: Towards a Theory of Montage (London: BFI Publishing,
1991)
Part four of this unit will deal with vertical montage in more detail when you will explore
compositing and the use of layered mattes. The following exercises in this project will focus on
the different structures of a cycle available to you. Cycles can loop, oscillate, or even appear to
be stationary.
The use of cycles is often motivated by economy because it saves on drawing time. But the
type of cycle that you use also make up the meaning of your film. When interviewed about
his animated short ‘Dumbland’ (2000), David Lynch explained that he purposely used cycles
of animation to represent the breakdown of social structures depicted in his film. Artists such
as Francis Alÿs, Jordan Wolfson and Owen Land work extensively using loops to communicate
meaning.

Exercise 3: Watch and compare the animated shorts below.
Pay attention to the technique used by each animator as well as the reasons why
the cycles are obscured or accentuated. Make notes on the variation of the cycles
that are used. Can you identify the different ways that the animations are made? Write this
up onto your learning log along with screenshots to illustrate your point (approximately 350
words)
Tango, Zbigniew Rybczynski,
1980 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u0pEpA_Y1a4
The Skeleton Dance, Silly Symphonies, Disney, 1929
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vOGhAV-84iI
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Parada, Jerzy Kucia, 1986
http://ubu.com/film/kucia_parada.html
Con Leche, Jordan Wolson, 2009
http://ubu.com/film/wolfson_leche.html
Flix, Mark Leckey, 2008
http://www.ubu.com/film/leckey_flix.html
Death Valley Days: Secret Love, Gorilla Tapes,
1984 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDQM_UJ0Tm0
Fruit Fruit, Peter Millard 2013
https://vimeo.com/82895384

Exercise 4: Scratch video manipulates the order of the frames
in a filmed sequence.
The last film in the exercise above Death Valley Days: Secret Love by Gorilla
Tapes is an example of ‘scratch video’. You came across this kind of moving image in the Fact
and Fiction unit and further examples are listed below. Do you think scratch video is a form
of animation? Write up your thoughts and reasoning on the learning log. Aim for around 350
words.
Absence of Satan, George Barber, 1985 http://www.georgebarber.net/video_pages/satan.htm
Comply, Emergency Broadcast Network, 1993 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MhZ_
UygGnN0
Martin Arnold Passage à l’acte (1993)
http://dangerousminds.net/comments/watch_a_mind_bending_video_manipulation_of_to_
kill_a_mockingbird
A diary/travelogue film shot on super 16mm with differing frame rate transfers overlaid upon
one another. - https://vimeo.com/229481476
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Image: Still from East Lake Sans Souci by Benjamin Popp, 2017
A diary/travelogue film shot on super 16mm with differing frame rate
transfers overlaid upon one another. - https://vimeo.com/229481476

Frame Rate:
The term ‘frame rate’ refers to the number of individual frames that are displayed per second.
The standard frame rate for film is 24 frames per second (fps). For Television the standard frame
rate is 25 fps in Europe, South East Asia and most of Africa (PAL) or 30 fps in North America
and Japan (NTSC). The minimum frame rate required for a video’s movement to be viewed
as smooth and continuous can be achieved with as little as 16 fps, particularly in the case of
animation. Recently there has been a trend towards using higher frame rates for movies with
the, somewhat contentious, justification that it lends ‘more reality’ to films and computergenerated animation.
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When animating, if a drawing is made for every frame this is called ‘drawing on ones’. In this case
if you are working on 25 frames per second there will be 25 drawings displayed per second. If
a drawing is made for every second frame, this is called ‘drawing on twos’. This means that the
drawing will be held for two frames of a 25 fps video and you will therefore need to draw just
over 12 drawings for every second (12.5), or 25 drawings for every 2 seconds. If a drawing is
made for every third frame this is called ‘drawing on threes’, and so on.
It is most common in animation to draw on twos, this is both because drawing on ones is
double the amount of work and because working with twos lends a smoother appearance to
slower actions, avoiding unnecessary jitter that can accompany shooting on ones. It is generally
thought that working on twos adds a particular liveliness to a fast action rather than working
on ones, which can make an action appear more leaden.
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Still from Louise Pau’s Cal Arts student animation film Tiny Lisa (2017). Her animation uses the
principle of eye trace as it’s primary idea, using Mona Lisa’s eye as the anchor point for the
images of her film. https://vimeo.com/194980261

Registration
All animation is an exercise in applying the principle of ‘eye trace’. This is a principle of filmmaking in general but one that is essential for the illusion of animated movement to work. You
came across ‘eye trace’ in the previous unit, Setting the Scene when you read the text ‘In The
Blink of an Eye’ by Walter Murch, (1995). Here Murch set-out the principle that the viewer’s eyes
will focus on a particular position on the screen and editors exploit this to allow less jarring edit
when one shot follows another by ensuring that the action or image is located in the same part
of the screen.
Murch lists ‘eye trace’ as fourth in his ‘rule of 6’ considerations on how to edit. For animation,
eye trace would be placed first in priority. This is also known as ‘registration’ in animation. A
keen awareness of eye-trace allows you to play with your audience’s expectations and surprise
them. The registration protocol was developed for hand-drawn animation to ensure that each
subsequent drawing uses the same co-ordinates so that the illusion of movement between
frames is not interrupted. In exercise 2, your boil drawings were registered by virtue of the
fact that you were copying an image and so long as you were using the same part of the page
each time these would be registered correctly. In the project animation that follows below, the
registration will be looser and is intended as such to draw your attention to the variation that
‘eye trace’ allows.
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Project Animation1: Rotating on a Chair
Make a drawn animated loop of a chair spinning 360 degrees.
Step 1: Setup a chair in the middle of the room. If you feel confident about drawing, and are
keen for a challenge, put an object on the chair, or ask someone you know to sit for you on
the chair. Gather drawing materials. Pencil and paper will suffice, however you can use any
materials and surfaces, including digital ones. You will need approximately 24-48 sheets of
paper – these must be the same size, shape and colour.
Step 2: Make a drawing of the chair (and object). Work fast, loose and try to fill most of the page.
Once this is done move your seating position a few degrees to the right and make another
drawing of the chair and object from this new perspective. Once this is done, move again a
few degrees to the right and draw again. Continue until you have encircled the chair and made
drawings from all positions around it. Allow yourself no more than three minutes per drawing.
Be sure to number your drawings as you go along on the corner of the page.
Step 3: Scan or photograph each drawing. As with the GIF exercise above, be sure to keep to a
set framing of your drawings to ensure they are registered properly (photographed or scanned).
Step 4: Import your images into your editing software. Under the ‘preferences’ section you
should be able to choose the duration of your imported images. If you choose 2 frames, your
animation will play on twos, if you choose 1 or more frames, your animation will play on ones
or more, accordingly. Choose your sequence settings to be 24 frames per second. Drag all of
your images into your timeline. Experiment with importing and playing your images at different
durations to find the best rate for your loop.
Export and upload your vimeo channel and embed in your learning log.
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Project 2: Manipulated Animation: Metamorphosis and
Intervals of change
There are two main forms of animated movement: manipulation and replacement. Your
Rotating Chair animation was a form of replacement animation. Each drawing was replaced
by the following drawing. Manipulation involves the making of incremental changes to the
position and shape of an object or image. The majority of stop frame animation is of this form,
including clay, puppets, cut out, collage, paint on glass, experimental and 3D animation.

Film Still of stop-frame, replacement animation from
Composition in Blue, Oskar Fishinger, 1935, Film, 35mm.
Image courtesy of the Elfriede Fischinger Trust. https://
vimeo.com/89193540

Interstice of change: the interval
“What happens between each frame is much more important than what exists
on each frame”
Norman McLaren, Computer Animation
It is not the image, drawing or shape of each frame that matters in animation, rather it is
the difference between the frames that generates the illusion of movement in animation.
As an animator it is your ability to control and play with these intervals that matters and it is
important to think in terms of intervals, rates of change and flux, rather than thinking in terms
of still images or compositions. This is one of the reasons why defining animation as ‘frame
by frame manipulation’ is misguided. It is far more than that. Animation is a process and the
malleability of time is its primary material. Philosopher Henri Bergson says that ‘Time is what
prevents everything from being present all at once’ and it is the animator’s prerogative to
control at what pace, rhythm and direction things appear.
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One of the first ways in which an animator manipulates time is by slowing and speeding up
an action. It is a general principle of animation that almost all movements start slowly and
end slowly. If this does not happen, the movement has a mechanical feel. (a good way to fix a
choppy animation is to analyse the spaces between the drawings. They should be spaced with
drawings closer to each other towards the beginning and the end of an animation).

Exercise 5: Materials that move
Stop-frame animation involves the application of a movement to inanimate
materials and objects. Animators such as Jan Svankmeyer and The Brothers Quay
make use of this technique to an unsettling, uncanny effect. Whereas artists Fischli & Weiss
and architects Charles & Ray Eames apply movement to objects and materials but they do not
animate them and the results are very different.
What particular material qualities are brought across by each of the approaches below? How
does watching each of the films make you feel? Do you think the mood and feeling would be
different if the two live-action films were animated? And if so, how? Write a short critical review
of each film, with consideration to these questions, addressing the technique and concept of
each film. Upload your writing (approximately 500 words) to your learning log with screenshots
to support your argument.
Dimensions of a dialogue, Jan Svankmeyer (1982)
https://vimeo.com/17034946
Rehearsals for Extinct Anatomies, The Brothers Quay (1987)
https://vimeo.com/218797232
Der Lauf Der Dinge, Fischli & Weiss (1987)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_HWDQxcngE
Black Top: The Washing of a School Play Yard, Charles & Ray Eames (1952)
http://www.eamesoffice.com/the-work/blacktop/
https://vimeo.com/32681531
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Image: Light from sunrise in a still from drawn, stop-frame animation Swimmer,
Jane Cheadle 2004 https://vimeo.com/32681531
A note on Lighting: Flicker is something most animators are normally obsessed with avoiding
and with good reason as it can disrupt the flow of an animation and break the illusion of
movement by drawing the viewers attention elsewhere.
In the unit Setting the Scene you looked at the necessity for ensuring continuity of lighting
(levels, direction and colour balance). This continuity is important to ensure that when you
cut between shots, visual continuity is not disrupted. With stop-frame animation continuity
of lighting is even more important as it needs to be considered for each frame of the film. This
is because there is an interval of time in between the photographs you are taking and subtle
changes in lighting levels, direction and colour no matter how small will be automatically
perceived by the viewer of your animation.
It is useful to get used to thinking of the entire frame and every element of it that makes up
your image, not necessarily only the object that you are animating, but the make-up of the
entire rectangular frame, its brightness and colour.
This is not to say that you necessarily need to avoid shooting in natural light or other forms of
inconsistent lighting, merely that you need to consider and plan for lighting so that there is a
logic to its progression or an idea or purpose behind the resultant flicker.
There are always exceptions but the general rules of stop-frame animation are that if you use
electric lighting, you should ensure the energy source is constant and the bulbs are not old
as this will make them likely change in colour temperature and vibrancy during the shoot.
Avoid fluorescent lighting which flickers imperceptibly to the human eye but is registered by
photography.
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You should ensure that you work in a space that has controlled lighting and is unlit by any other
source of light (use blackout curtains if shooting during the day or night to avoid unexpected
intrusions, such as car lights passing by or the shadows of leaves fluttering in lamplight).
Professional stop-frame animators wear black clothing so that their own reflections are not
registered by the camera, causing the animation to flicker. There is no need to go this far but it
is definitely a good idea to try and stand in the same position when you take each photograph
as your shadow can be one of the main disruptions of the light in the shot and cause of flicker.
If you choose to use natural light (an unusual choice, but increasingly popular), you would
most likely choose either a very clear sunny day or a completely overcast day, but not a
partially cloudy day. You would want to shoot in sequence and think of the light as a part of the
film’s meaning and purpose, as an indication of the passing of time. We will look further into
animation as a ‘process document’ in Part 2 of this unit.
A note on Exposure: As with filming, to ensure continuity, you will need to set the whitebalance of your camera and ensure that the exposure settings are set to manual and remain
the same throughout your shoot. As animation is made up of still images, rather than recorded
video, you are able to shoot in much lower light conditions than video. You are also able to use
long exposure in your camera to very exciting effects. .
A note on Camera Movement: Another common problem for beginner stop-motion animators
is ‘camera shake’. Just as with continuity of lighting, continuity of frame is essential in animation
and is the primary mechanism on which the illusion of animation depends. As a general rule, in
order for the audience to believe that something is moving within a frame there must be some
elements of the frame that are kept constant. A constant rate of change such as a very slow
pan of the camera would also work, however this is difficult to achieve without the appropriate
software or hardware. Such approaches will be discussed further in Part 4 of the unit.

Image: a screenshot still from Bruce Bickford’s stop-frame, clay
animation ‘BROZO THE CLONE’ 1999 “Brozo the Clone” music video for
the rock band Critters Buggin’. https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_
continue=62&v=MUBNvqIMAGE
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Exercise 6: Two quick looped experiments in disrupting
registration and continuity.
Step 1: Take 12 photographs of an object without using a tripod.
Step 2: Now, set-up your camera on a tripod and shoot another 12 frames of the same object
but make changes to the lighting.
Step 3: Upload your photographs of each step into your editing software (as twos). Export
looped GIFs or animated videos.
Upload your experiments onto your learning log.

Metamorphosis
A metamorphosis is the change of the shape or nature of one thing into a completely different
thing. Things in the world around us are in a continual process of metamorphosis, but their
transformation normally takes place over such a long duration that we are not usually witness
to the entirety of their change. The effects of change can be seen, but seldom the process itself,
such as the rotting of a vegetable, a caterpillar changing into a butterfly, or the erosion of a rock
face.
The practice of animation provides the strongest and most convincing visually perceptible
metamorphoses. It is an art form that takes particular advantage of plasticity and the protean
nature of forms. What is particularly interesting for an animator is how one thing changes
into another. Norman Klein refers to this fluid phase in-between as the ‘animorph’. Animators
can play with the pace of metamorphosis, slowing down transitions (by inserting more inbetweens) and speeding up others (by using fewer and fewer drawings).

Animorph
Make a GIF animation of a fruit or vegetable transforming. (approximately 10-20 seconds in
length)
Step 1: experiment and make test photographs of your set-up and chosen fruit/vegetable. Make
a preliminary plan, sketch, diagram or rough storyboard. Think about lighting, framing (what
else is in the shot and will it be stationary?). Ensure you have a locked shot secured on a tripod.
Think about how many frames you will need to achieve a 10 to 15 second animation. Do you
want the movement of the animation to proceed at a steady pace or would you like it to speed
up or slow down? Decide whether you will shoot on ones, twos or threes.
Step 2: Whilst taking photographs, make incremental changes to your fruit or vegetable until
it has been completely transformed or even destroyed (peel, shave, slice, bite, scratch). Keep a
notepad nearby as you work for you to record your ideas and to keep track of the shoot.
Step 3: Upload your images onto your computer, change the image size if necessary and import
them as a sequence into your editing software or GIF making program/page. You may want to
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extend the first and last shots of the sequence so that there is stasis at the beginning and end
of your animation. You can do this by either dragging and pulling the image in your timeline to
give it the duration of, say 24 frames, or copy and paste the image so that the same still image
repeats itself.
Step 4 (Optional): Make a 20-30 second animation by returning to your set up with locked
camera in place and repeat the process with a different fruit or vegetable to create the illusion
of one fruit changing into another. Ensure that the [detritus] last shot is in the same position
of the screen as the last shot from that photographed in Step 2. Then change the numbered
names of your images or manually reverse their order in your editing timeline so that the
images play in reverse order. Add this to your initial animated sequence and export.
Step 5: Upload your preliminary planning images, photographs and final animation up to your
learning log.

Image: Original artwork for a frame of Bea Turner’s animated video ScottWeg (2010). ‘Dangers
Untold’, Galerie Kuhn und Partner, Berlin. Image courtesy of the artist. (an example of
replacement animation)
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Project 3: Replacement Animation: the way things move
“Animation’s unique ability to separate the process of motion and image allows
for a new context and a greater complexity for both. A snail can move like a
tornado and a triangle like an old man. As one stream of information plays off
against the other, the combined meaning of such a disjoint may be superior to
a synchronous narrative’.
Dan Torre

“There is the steamboat that folds logs like pastries; there are the hotdogs
whose skins are pulled down and are spanked; there are the piano keys which
bite the pianist like teeth”.
Eisenstein on Disney animation.
Replacement animation is a process in which a series of three dimensional objects or models,
each slightly different from the next, are photographed one after another to produce an
illusion of motion; much the same way as a series of drawings is photographed in conventional
animation. For this project, you will explore replacement in 3D with particular emphasis on the
meaning and emotion communicated by the types of movement used: continuous, disrupted,
smooth or frenetic.

‘Virtually every conception of animated movement occurs in the actual world
(growth, changes in form, erosion)’ . An animator is able to apply a particular
motion of transformation to a different thing: the break-up of a glacier can
be applied to a block of cheese, the growth of a tree can be applied to a pile of
wool.
Dan Torre

Image: Still from Paul Bush’s animation Furniture Poetry (1981). Image
courtesy of the artist.
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Exercise 7: View the following examples of replacement
animation.
Write a short review of each for your learning log, including the meaning that is
created through the use and disruption of eye-trace/registration.
Furniture Poetry, Paul Bush, 2000
https://vimeo.com/36341747
Rug, Jonathan Hodgson, 2015
https://vimeo.com/142022401
Tiny Lisa, Lisa Pau 2017
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_5BN0IA1pxANVFnTFFuZjd2WGs/view?ts=5a1cb255
Sarejevo Vertical, Toby Cornish 2004
https://vimeo.com/99402368

Animation
Make an animated loop using photographs you take in your kitchen. Find objects that are of a
similar shape and/or frame views that have the same dominant composition. Take inspiration
from the technique employed by Toby Cornish and Jonathan Hodgson’s animations in
particular. Experiment with continuity, pace, speed and disrupting this continuity. Upload the

Image: Two stills from Toby Cornish’s animation
Sarajevo Vertical (2004). Image courtesy of the artist.
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Image: Two stills from Toby Cornish’s animation
Sarajevo Vertical (2004). Image courtesy of the artist.
results to your learning log along with a short written text of 200-500 words explaining your
rationale and approach, as well as any preliminary sketches and photographs.
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Exercise 8: View the following animated shorts listed below
with the sound turned off.
Write a paragraph on the emotional impact of three of the films. Identify the
animation techniques used and the degree to which the emotional effects are achieved
through the approach to movement. Then play each with the sound turned on and note
whether the impact of each film is changed, heightened or lessened by the soundtrack.
Dear Janice, Adam Becket (1972)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcWaJJVlWUw
KISS KISS KISS, Tadanori Yokoo (1964)
http://www.ubu.com/film/yokoo_animations.html
Escalation, Ward Kimball (1968)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_PZBtWNxlQs
Abstronic, Mary Ellen Bute (1952) - excerpt
https://vimeo.com/217727679
Lichtspiel Opus 1-4, Walter Ruttman (1925) http://www.ubu.com/film/ruttmann_licht.html
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Assignment 1:
Make a short animated video, approximately one minute in length, using movement to express
both compelling force and resistance to it. Use the way objects move to express these two very
different states. You can extend one of the project films that you have made thus far, or start an
entirely new film and use any technique you like. Your animation can be abstract or figurative,
silent or with sound, but it must express the two opposing processes through the animated
movement alone.
It is recommended that you start this project in two ways: start making sketches, taking
photographs and making small models. At the same time try out small animated sketches,
loops or GIF’s to explore movement and ideas of texture, setting and lighting. Bring this
material together and work on a rough storyboard, diagram or piece of writing of how you will
approach the shoot. Upload your preparatory material to your learning log along with your
finished film.
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